Item 1
Call to order at 3:07 p.m.

Item 2 – Public Comments
• None

Item 3 – SGT Business
• SGT Election Results were provided and new members were welcomed. Members on 1st year of term are Nicole Asaro, Todd Resley, Yuko Kanazawa, Julie Dennis, and Stacey Armstrong. No one self-nominated for chair or secretary so that will move to next meeting. Members may email the principal if they are interested after the meeting. The Chair position assists with agenda and runs the meetings, Secretary takes minutes during the meetings in this format.
• May minutes were reviewed and approved.
• The team reviewed the district presentation for differences between, and roles of, SSC and SGT.

Item 4 Principal’s Update
• Y. Kanazawa asked if the items in the minutes had been added last year and if the team could alter rules, or make new ones mid-year. W. Pearson said both are possible after discussion/vote by the SGT with ample communication to staff, students, and community.

Item 5 SGT Discussion/Action
• The budget aligned to planned interventions for the SPSA was previously reviewed by the SGT in the spring and approved by the SSC. Standley chose to finish the SPSA in the fall to use actual data from the 21/22 school year to creat new goals for 22/23. SGT reviewed the goals from 21/22 and the baseline data for 22/23. The team discussed input for the SSC to finalize the SPSA goals. J. Dennis suggested it may be easier to set goals with data from before online learning if it was available. W. Pearson said that goals for the district change over time based on the LCAP and it was not the same before 19/20 but he would look for any old data that is available to support goal writing. Other groups would also be offering support to SSC in goal writing through teachers and counseling.
• The By-Laws were provided with the agenda to review and the SGT needs to review every 2-4 years. Standley SGT reviews annually so the SGT is asked to read carefully and bring questions or suggestions to the next meeting regarding the By-Laws.
• The SGT was asked for suggested agenda topics relevant to the SGT for this year. Standards Based Learning updates were requested.

Item 6 Public Comment
• The team requested all dates for upcoming meetings be sent by email to the team. W. Pearson said he would do so after the meeting concluded.

Adjourn at 4:05 p.m.
Next meeting October 17, 2022